SINGER MACHINES
132K1 and 132K5
Drop Feed and Rotating Sewing Hook
FOR
SINGLE LINE LOCK STITCHING IN
HEAVY FABRICS AND LEATHER

Machine 132 k1

These strongly constructed, single needle, lock stitch machines are especially designed for stitching heavy weight fabrics and leather. They are successfully used in the manufacture of awnings, tents, sails, tarpaulins, upholstery, wagon covers, automobile tops and radiator covers, light canvas driving belts, cocoa-matting, heavy shoe work, etc.

The machines can be driven up to the speed of 1200 stitches per minute, depending upon the class of work being sewn.

Machine 132K1 has a drop feed and is fitted with alternating presser feet which facilitate the handling of work having an uneven or adhesive surface, as each presser foot moves alternately with the work and rises for the succeeding stitch. This machine is strongly recommended for stitching automobile tops, tents, awnings, etc.

Machine 132K5 has a drop feed and hinged presser foot and is intended for general work not requiring the use of alternating presser feet.
Machines 132 K 1 and 132 K 5 embody the latest approved principles in sewing mechanism. They are exceptionally durable and quiet running, being particularly free from vibration. As all moving parts are balanced, hardened and ground, the machines will give long, continuous and satisfactory service.

A special feature of the machines is the provision of a short needle bar which is carried in a hardened steel sleeve at its upper end and a hardened steel bushing at its lower end. This, in conjunction with the special guide located in the machine head, gives the maximum rigidity to the needle when penetrating heavy fabrics or leather.

The needle thread take-up is driven by a link which operates silently and efficiently, requiring no attention other than occasional oiling. The eyelet in the take-up lever is provided with a removable hardened steel bushing, which can be adjusted or replaced, as desired.
The machines have a rotating sewing hook and a large stationary bobbin case which carries a bobbin of great thread capacity. This feature is especially appreciated when the machines are being used for work requiring coarse thread.

The stitch forming mechanism is accurate in its action on account of the sewing hook having a positive gear drive. Uniform length stitches are produced with comparatively light tensions on the needle and bobbin threads, thus permitting of the use of a wide range of threads.

The maximum length of stitch is 1½ inch.

There is a clearance of 10 inches at the right of the needle. The overall length of the bed plate is 20½ inches.

Although these machines are especially designed for operation by mechanical power, they are easily driven by foot where power is not available, using stand 83090 and table 29722.

Where electric current is available and the machines are to be operated as an individual unit, Singer Electric Transmitters of the 1700 Series should be used with stand 25296 and table 29722.

The machines may be used on any type of Singer power table, and, when so operated, they are fitted with a foot lifting attachment for raising the presser foot so that the operator's hands are free to manipulate the work.

A large variety of attachments for binding, welting, etc., can be furnished, on order, at an additional charge.
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